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Introduction. Weighted norm inequalities appear in many places in
analysis, for example, for Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions, singular in-
tegrals, pseudo-differential operators, Fourier series etc. In this note we shall
investigate weighted norm inequalities for pseudo-differential operators.

Let m(x, ξ) be a sufficiently regular function denned on RnχRn. The
pseudo-differential operator with symbol m(x, ξ) is defined on the Schwartz
space S(Rn) of rapidly decreasing and infinitely differentiable functions by the
formula:

m(x, D)f(x) = (2π)A e^m{xy ξ)f(ξ)dξ ,
J R

where f(ξ)=\ e"iχ^f(x)dx is the Fourier transform of/.
JRn

In this note we shall consider the regularity of the following type:

(0.1) \d"m\

(0.2) 19?wι
(a; multi-index), where ω(ί, t) is a positive function on (0, °°)x(0, oo).

//-estimates for such operators were given by many authors, Nagaεe [13,
14], Coifman and Meyer [3], Journe [5], Muramatu and Nagase [12], Bourdaud
[1], Yamazaki [21, 22], etc. Miller [8] showed the weighted ZZ-estimates for
smooth pseudo-differential operators and applied them to study the weighted
Sobolev spaces. Nishigaki [15] showed the weighted //-estimates for the pseu-
do-differential operators satisfying (0.1) and (0.2), where ω(s, t) has the form
ω(t) and k is sufficiently large. By a different method the author has shown
the same result as Nishigaki for the case where ω(s, t) has the form Ω(s)ω(t)
and k>n, Yabuta [19, 20]. Recently Miyachi and the author have shown the
unweighted //-estimates for pseudo-differential operators for the case &>max
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(n/py njpf) and ω is general, Miyachi and Yabuta [10]. These k are in a sense
sharp.

In this paper we shall show that the weighted norm inequalities for pseudo-
differential operators hold for the case k>max(nlp, njpf) under a condition on ω,
more restricted than in [10]. As an application we shall show that a problem
rested in [20] can be solved affirmatively.

Our plan in this paper is as follows. In the next section we prepare nota-
tions and lemmas concerning weights and maximal functions and then give a
sufficient condition for an operator with an integral kernel to satisfy the so-called
Fefferman-Stein inequality (Proposition 1.4). In Section 2 we state the main
results and their direct remarks. In Section 3 we investigate the distribution
kernels of pseudo-differential operators, to check whether they satisfy the as-
sumptions in Proposition 1.4. We prove the main results in Sections 4 and 5.
In Section 6 we comment on pseudo-differential operators with double symbols
m(x> ξy y). Several concluding remarks are given in the last section.

We note that the letters C, Cly etc will always denote positive constants,
which may have different values in each occasion.

1. Preliminaries and notations

R is the real line and N is the set of all nonnegative integers. For a real
number s, [s] denotes the integer satisfying ί— l<[s]^s . The letters a, β will
denote multi-indices, i.e. a~(aly •••, an)^Nn, and | α 1=^-1 \-an. For x,
ξ<EΞR\x-ξ=x1ξ1+-+xnξn, \x\=(χ.χ)1'2 and < J C > = ( 1 + \x\2)1/2. Differential
operators are denoted by 9* or 9*

\ dx

C^(Rn) is the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support.
Lp(Rn) is the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions / with | | / | | ^ =

(\ \f(x)\pdx)1/p<-{-oo. For a given weight function w(x), i.e. a positive me-
JRn

asurable function on Rn, Lp(w)=Lp(w(x)dx) is the space of all measurable func-

tions / with ||/IL^(W)=(\ I f(x)\pw(x)dx)1/p<-{-°°. For a Lebesgue measurable

ί JRn

w(x)dx and | E | is the Lebesgue measure of E.
E

For a locally integrable function / we define the sharp function f\x) of
Fefferman and Stein by the formula:

/*(*) = sup inf | Q H \f(y)-c\dy,
x(=Q c JQ

where Q moves over all cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, con-
taining x, and c moves over all complex numbers.
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For 1 ̂ p< °o, Mpf{x) will denote the p-th. Hardy-Littlewood maximal func-
tion, i.e.

Mpf{x) = sup (IQI -1 I f(y) I >dyψ> .
x(=Q JQ

Mi(f(x) is the usual Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of/.
Weight functions we shall use are the Ap weights of Muckenhoupt, defined

as follows, (Muckenhoupt [11]). For 1 < ^ < O O , a positive measurable function
w(x) is said to belong to Ap=Ap(Rn) if and only if

f f
sup (IQI 1\ w(x)dx) (IQI 1 w(x)~1/(p~1)dx)p

Q JQ JQ

lx if for some C > 0

IQI "Λ w(x)dx^C ess inf w(y), for any cube Q.
JQ y^Q

We set Aoo=UAp. Clearly ApdAs if l^p<s.

The following two lemmas are well-known.

Lemma 1.1 [9]. Letw<=Aooy\Sp<°°andf<=Lloc{Rn).
>a})<Jr°° for each a>0, there exists 0 0 such that

Lemma 1.2 [5]. Let l^p<oo. Then for any r>p and any
there exists 0 0 such that

\\Mpf\\Lr(w)^C\\f\\Lr(w).

Combining the above two lemmas we have easily the following.

Lemma 1.3. Let \ίkp<°°. Let T be a linear operator from Co(Rn) to
L\oc{Rn) such that there exists B>0 satisfying

(1.1) (Tf)\x)^BMpf(x) for x^R\

Then, ifr>p, w<=Ar/p and w{{Mλ{Tf) (x)>a})< + oo for each a>0, there exists
0 0 such that

(1.2) IIΓ/IL^^CII/II^).

Therefore, in order to show the weighted norm inequality (1.2), it is almost
sufficient to obtain the inequality (1.1). Inequalities of this type are, first, used
by Fefferman and Stein [4] and are often called the Fefferman-Stein inequalitiesy

(for example, Journe [5], Nishigaki [15]).
In this paper we shall show the Fefferman-Stein inequalities for pseudo-
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differential operators, by using the unweighted //-estimates and studying their
distribution kernels, and then applying Lemma 1.3 we shall obtain the weighted
norm inequalities.

To this end, we prepare the following proposition for operators with in-
tegral kernels.

Proposition 1.4. Let l^p<oo and l/p+1/9=1. Let ω(t) be a positive and

nondecreasing function on (0, co) such that \ ω{t)t~ιdt<-\-ooy and let G(RJ) be a
Jo

nonnegative function on (0, 1) X iV such that

(1.3) sup Σ G(RJ)< + oo .

Suppose T is a bounded linear operator on Lp(Rn) and has the kernel K(x,y) satisfy-
ing the following conditions: For any f G CQ(R")

(1.4) Tf{x) = \κ{x,y)f{y)dy , for almost all x(Ξ [supp/]c;

(1.5) ( J \K(x,y)-K(z,y)\
B \ \ 2 B

J
B<\χ-y\<2B

for \x-z\<R/2yR^l;

(1.6) ( (
2/β<|*-ί[<2i<-1R

for \x-z\<Rβ, 1^2y l̂/Λ, 0<Λ<l ,

where Co and Cx are independent of R, j , x and z. Then there exists a positive
constant C such that

(1.7) (Tf)*(x)^CMpf(x), forxtΞRnand

Proof. Let / G Q Λ " ) . Given x^Rn and a cube Q centered at x with
diameter d, let Bo= {y^Rn | x - y \ ̂ d} and Bj= {y^Rn\ 2J'~ιd< \x-y \ ^2jd},
7 = 1 , 2, —. Put T(fXBoc)(x)=a. Here and hereafter XE denotes the charac-
teristic function of the set E. Then, for

(1.8) Tf(z)-a = T(fXBo) (*)+( £K(z,y)-K(x,y)]f(y)dy =

Then, since T is bounded on Lp

y we have by Holder's inequality

\f{y)\pdyψp^CMpf{x).
JBo

We next treat the second term /2(#)
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(i) The case d^il. By (1.4) and the Holder inequality we get

(1.10) |/2(*)|s;Σ(( \K(x,y)-K{x,y)\<dyy"(\ \f{y)\pdyψ>
j = l JBj JBj

I f(y) I>dyψ*

^ C Σ ( ) > / ( ) ( [
y=o Jo

(ii) The case 0 « * < l . We have

(1.11) / 2(*)= J [*(*, ? )-*(*, y)]/GO<*y+ J
d<\y\<i l Ί

J
d<\χ-y\<i

Then, setting Aj={y€ΞRn; 2j^ \x-y\<2i+1}, we have by (1.5) and Holder's
inequality

(1.12) | 7 2 | ^ Σ ( ( \K(z,y)-K(x,v)\'dyyfi(\ \f{y)\»dyf*
j = 0 J Aj J Aj

£ Σ C2-^«(2"0 (5,^|<2/+11M\'dyψ> ^ CMpf(x).

F o r / b we obtain from (1.6) and Holder's inequality

(1.13) 17,12s Σ (t \K{z,y)-K(x,y)\'dy)M \f(y)\pdy)
1^2J^l/d JBj JBj

^ Σ C{2'd)-"*G{d,j)ά ί<j+1\f(y)\pdyγ<>
l^2J^i/d J\x-y\<23 + 1d

) ^

^C Σ G(d,j)Mpf(x)^CMpf(x).
l£2J£l/d

Thus in both cases we get from (1.10)—(1.13)

(1.14) \Q\

Therefore, by (1.8), (1.9) and (1.14) we obtain the desired inequality (1.7).
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.4.

REMARK 1.5. Proposition 1.4 comprises the criterίons for Fefferman-Stein's
inequalities, used by Kυrtz-Wheeden [6] and Rubio de Francia [16], and is a
generalization of Theorem 2.4 in Yabuta [20].

2. Statement of the main results, remarks and examples

To state our results, we introduce a notion, following Yamazaki [22].

DEFINITION 2.0. We call a function ω(s, t) on (0, °o)χ(0, °°) a modulus of
continuity if it satisfies the following two conditions:
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1) For each fixed s, ω(s, i) is positive, nondecreasing and concave with
respect to t.

2) There exists a positive constant A such that the inequality

ω(s\ t) ̂  Aω(sf t)

holds for sβ^s'^ls.
Then our main results are as follows.

Theorem 2.1. Let \<ρS2 and 0 < £ ^ l satisfy [n/p]+b>nlp. Let
ω(s, t) be a modulus of continuity such that there exist 0 < δ < l and B>0 satisfying

(2.1)
Jo

(2.2) Σ ω(2>\R)^B for

Suppose m(Xy ξ) satisfies the following conditions with k=[n/p\:

(2.3) \dtm{x,ξ)\^C<ξy-^, | α | ^ A ;

(2.4) \d%m{x,ξ^η)-d1m{x,ξ)\^C<My-k-i\η\b, \v\<<ξ>β, \a\ = k

(2.5) \%m(x+h,ς)-%

(2.6) I d1m(x+h, ξ+v)-d?m{x+h, ξ)-6?«(*, ?+^)+9>(x, ξ) |

wίί α positive constant C such that

(2.7) (m(xyD)f)\x)^CMpf(x).

Furthermore, for any r^p and any weight w^Ar/p there exists a positive constant
C=C(ρ, r, w) such that

(2.8) ||m(«f D)f\\Lr(w) <ί C(p} r} w)\\f\\Lr(w).

Theorem 2.2. Let 0<b^ 1 and ω(s, t) be a modulus of continuity satisfying
(2.1) with δ = l and (2.2). Suppose m(x,ξ) satisfies (2.3)-(2.6) eϋή/z k = n.
Then T=m(x, D) satisfies:

(P-0) (Tf)%x)^CpMpf(x), Kp<oo ;

(P-l) For any \<ρ<oo and

(P~2) .For any

w({\ Tf(x)\ >a})^C^> II/IIΛ., , /ore// α>0
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(P-3) For any

(P-4) \\Tf\\BM0 =

In the above Hι{w) is the weighted Hardy space H1 and BMO is the John-

Nirenberg space of functions of bounded mean oscillation, i.e. / G B M O if and

only if ||/*|L~(/jw)< + °°, (for detailed definitions, see [19, 20], for example).

Theorem 2.3. Let 0 < i ^ l and ω(s, t) he a modulus of continuity satisfying

l̂/f, t)Γ1dt<+ oo. Then, if m(xy ξ) satisfies (2.3)-(2.6) with k=n, the con-
o

elusions (P-l), (P-2) and (P-3) in Theorem 2.2 hold.

We shall prove these theorems in Sections 4 and 5.

REMARKS. 1) As the later proof will show, the condition (2.1) in the

theorems is unnecessary to obtain the conclusion provided the Z/(jRn)-bounded-

ness is known. 2) Theorem 2.2 improves Theorem 3.1 in [20]. 3) Theorem

2.3 improves Theorem 5.1 in [20], and hence answer the question (c) in the

section 6 there. As was shown in Proposition 3.5 in [19], the properties (P-0)

and (P-4) do not hold, in general, under the assumptions in Theorem 2.3.

In the rest of this section we shall give two sufficient conditions for a modulus

of continuity to satisfy (2.1) and (2.2), and then give some examples.

Proposition 2.4. A modulus ω(s, t) of continuity satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) if

one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) There exist 0 < δ < l , β j > 0 and B2>0 satisfying

(2.9) ω(s'y t)^Biω{s, t) ifθ<s'<s

(2.10)

ii) There exists B>0 such that

(2.11) ω(s9t)^Bω(s\t) ifθ<s'<s and

and ω(ί, t) satisfies one of the following conditions,

(2.12a) [ωil/t, t)Γ1dt< + oo ,
Jo

(2.12b) ω(l, t) ̂  J^log —) ~* for 0 < ί ^ 1

Proof. Suppose first i) holds. (2.10) implies (2.1). By (2.9), (2.10) and
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the monotonicity in ί, we get for 0 < i ? ^ l and 1^2 '^

ω(2>, R)£Bιω(llR, R'^BiBt (log I-)" ' ,

hence we have (2.2).
Next, suppose ii) holds. By (2.11) we get for 0 < i 2 ^ 1 , 1^2'^1/Λ, and for

any fixed 0 < δ < l ,

ω(l/ί, t*)^B ω(\jt\ t8) and ω(2>, R)^ω(2j, 2~j).

Hence from (2.12a) we see that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. We can treat the case
(2.12b) similarly. This completes the proof.

Reconsidering the above proof, we have the following consequence of
Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.5. Let 0<b^l and ω(s, t) be a modulus of continuity satisfying

one of the following conditions:

(i) ω(s, t) satisfies (2.9) and (2.10) with 8 = 1 ;

(ii) (ω(l/f, t)Γ1dt< +oo.
Jo

Then, if m(x, ξ) satisfies (2.3)-(2.6) with k=n, rn(xy D) satisfies (P-0)-(P-4).

EXAMPLES of ω(s, t). 1. Let g(t) be a positive, nondecreasing and concave
function on (0, oo) satisfying g(t)^B(log(2/t)y1 ( 0 < ί < l ) for some B>0. Then
for any 0^a<ί, g(sai) is obviously a modulus of continuity satisfying (2.9) and
(2.10). ω of this type was treated by Coifman-Meyer [3], Muramatu-Nagase [12]
(α=0), and Nagase [13, 14] ( 0 ^ # < l ) . Note that if g(i) is positive and non-
decreasing then I g{t)t~ιdt< + oo implies g{t)^B(\og{2jt))~ι ( 0 < ί < l ) for some

Jo
B>0. A typical example is ω(s, t)=sat ( 0 ^ α < l ) .

2. Let Ω(t) be a positive and nondecreasing function on (0, oo) such that
for some A>0 Ω(s')^A Ω(s) for s/2<s'<2s, and^(ί) be a positive, nondecreas-
ing and concave function on (0, oo). Then, if there exists 0 < δ < l with Ω(l/ί)
g(t8)^B(log(2lt))"1 ( 0 < f < l ) for some β > 0 , ω(s, t)=Ω,(s)g(t) satisfies (i) in Pro-
position 2.4. ω of this type was treated by Bourdaud [1] and Yamazaki [21].
Typical one is ω(s, ί)=log sj(\og{2jt))2 (for s large and t small).

EXAMPLE 2.6. Finally in this section we state a concrete and interesting
examples of pseudo-differential operators to which Theorem 2.2 can be applied.
Let \\2<a<\ and φ(ξ)^Co(R) satisfying φ(ξ)=l on [3/4, 5/4] and s u p p l e
[2/3, 4/3]. Define m(xy ξ) by
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Then for this m{x, ξ) the properties (P-0)-(P-4) hold. To see this, we first
rewrite m(x, ξ) sa follows.

m{xy ?) = Σ 2'/ 22-'/2/->(2-'f)exp(-il'x).

Take Ω(s)=s1/2 and g(t)=t1/2 min((log^)-tf, (log ^4)"*), where we choose A so
large that g(f) is concave, g is clearly positive and increasing. As is shown in
Coifman and Meyer [3, p. 39], we get g(2~J)\ 1—exρ(i2'Λ)| ^2g(\h\). Hence
using two expressions of m(xy ξ) we see that it satisfies (2.3) and (2.5) with ω(s, t)
=B Ω(s)g(t) for a^N, where B is a positive constant. One can see easily that
ω(s> t) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) with δ = l . • Hence by Theorem 2.2 the properties
(P-0)-(P-4) hold. Note that in the case #|Ξ>1, we can apply Theorem 2.2
more easily by taking ω(s, t)—C min((log-^)~*, (log 2)~α).

3. Estimates for the kernels of pseudo-differential operators

We shall investigate here the kernels of pseudo-differential operators with
symbol m(x> ξ). They are given by (2π)~nwι(x,y—x). Here and in the sequel
rh(x,y) will always denote the Fourier transform of tn(x, ξ) with respect to the
covariables ξ. Our first estimate is the following.

Lemma 3.1. Let l^p^2, ί/p+llq=l and 0 < 6 ^ 1 with [nlρ\+b>n/p.
Suppose

(3.1) |9?

(3.2) |9?«(f+7)-8?«(e)I^CJf|-'-'-»hΓ, M < \ξIβ, \a\ = [n/p].

Then it holds that

(3.3) (( |
JR<\y\<2R

ί \(y+h)(y)\dyψ^CRy
R<\y\<2R \ R

\h\<RI2,R>0,

where, if [nlp]=nlp and b=\, b in (3.4) should be replaced by an arbitrarily fixed
positive number c<\.

Proof. Put k=[n/ρ] and take a radial function -ψ (ξ) e CQ(R") satisfying
s u p p * c { l / 2 < | £ | < 2 } , ψ ( £ ) = l on {3/4< |? |<l} and Σ3"—Ψ(2"^) = l
(ξΦ0). Define »/f) (j e Z ) by

(3.5) mj{ξ) = m{ξ)ψ{2-'ξ).

Then ntj satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) uniformly in j . For any a; \a\=k we have
by integration by parts
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(3.6) j[8?«Xf+,)-8?ni,(f)K"-ye = ('""V) («" '-l)Λχy).

Hence by (3.1), (3.2) we have, using Hausdorff-Young's inequality,

(3.7) ( j

s
Clίl

^ C 2-<k+b-n<»i 1971 \ if 1971 < 2 y " 3 .

Hence we have for any 97 with 1971 < 2 ' ~ 3

(3.8) ( j [|y|*|«" *-l||Λχy)|]f£fy)V«^C2-(»+»-/'W|,|».

We shall treat two cases 2 'Λ^l and 2 y i2<l; it corresponds to divide the
symbol m(ξ) into two parts with support {|ξ\ >(2R)~1} and {\ξ\ <2/R}, respec-
tively. Now suppose 2 ; i?>l. Then there are a finite number of ξ(i) with
I ξ(j} | = 1 , independent of R> such that for any y with R< 13/1 <2R there exists
f(ί) satisfying l/4> I j - i ? - ^ " 3 ^ ) ! >1/16. In this case for η=R-ι2-zξ(i\ we
have |τ7|=2-3/i2<2y-3and

(3.9)

So, dividing the integration domain appropriately, we have from (3.8) and (3.9)

(3.10) ( ( \trtj(y)\9dy)1/«^CR-k-b2-(k+b-n/»i

y if 2 ' i ? ^ l .
B<|y|<2B

Denote the left hand side of (3.10) by /,-. Then

(3.11) Σ Ij^CR-k-bRk+b-n/p = C R~n/P .

Next by (3.1) and (3.5)

(3.12) Σ ^ C Σ ( ( I ntj(ξ) I "dξ)1/p g C Σ 2*'* ^ C i?-B//>.
2>R<1 2/B<l J 2^K<1

This proves (3.3).
We go next to the proof of (3.4). Suppose first 2 ' i?^l as before. Using

(3.6) we have the following identity for any a with \<x\=k

(3.13) yy>*-l) [Λ
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+*-*

From (3.8) it follows that, if |A| <Rβ and \η\ <2 '" 3 ,

(3.14) ( J I / , I W £ C ( J [lyl*-ΊAI|β" '-i.ll
B<|C|<2B S/2<|y|<3B

We have by using (3.10) and | e " " * - l \^2(\h\\η\)b, (O^b^ 1),

(3.15) ( j \J2\
qdyψ'>^CRk{\h\\r1\)bR-k-b2-(k+h-»ι»i

if 1571 < 2 ' - 3 and IAI <Rβ. For J3 we get by (3.1), (3.2) and Hausdorff-Young's

inequality

(3.16) ( j

^ C 2-(*+*-"/^' 1571 *min(l, 2s \ h | ) .

Hence, as in the proof of (3.3) we obtain from (3.13)—(3.16)

(3.17) L, = {

i n ( l , 2j\h\),

if \h\<Rβ and 2'7?^1. So, if |A| <Λ/2 and k+b-n/p<l, we get

(3.18)

^ C /?-•"( IΛI IR)"+C R-*-" IA | *+»-
^ O /?-»"(IAI / i2 ) } +C !?-"/>( I h I /£)*
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since 0<k+b—nlp^b^ί. If k+b—n/p^l, i.e., if [njp]=njp and i = l , for
any 0 < £ < l there is Cc>0 such that

(3.19) R~k'b Σ 2-«+b

As for the case 2'R<\, we have by Hausdorff-Young's inequality for R>0
and \h\<Rβ,

(3.20) Σ LJ^CΣ ( ( ι « ^ ) ( ^ - i ) | y ? ) > / ^ C Σ (f (\ξ)\h\γdξy>

^ CIAI Σ 2 (1+"^ ^ CIAI iΓ1-"^ ^ C Λ-'^ | h \ jR)h.
2>i2<l

Hence we obtain the desired estimate (3.4). This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let p, q, b be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose m(ξ) satisfies the
following:

(3.21) 19>(?) I ̂  C<ξym , I a \ ^ [njp]

(3.22) Id1m(ξ+v)-dMξ)I ^ C<D-'Λ'-»|,|*, \v| <<f>/2, | α | = [«//>].

Tfew it follows

(3.23) ( J I m(y) I «flFy)V« ̂  c R~ι*M-\ R ^ 1/10 .
R<\y\<2R

Proof. We use the notations in the proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.1
we may assume R^ 1. Then from (3.10) it follows that

(3.24) ΣIj

Set φ(ξ)=l- ΣΨ(2-jξ) and mI(ξ)=m{ξ)φ(ξ). Then (3.21) and (3.22) also hold

for this mτ. Hence as before we have

(3.25) ( J [\y\k\έ"«-l\\ihI(y)\Ydy)1"£C\η\
ι, ifWI<l/2.

R<\V\<2R

Considering η with \η\ =l/(4i2), we have as in (3.10)

(3.26) ( j I^CyJI'rfy^^CΛ-*-*.
R<\V\<2R

Combining (3.24) and (3.26) we have (3.23) for R^l. This completes the
proof.

Lemma 3.3. Let p, q, b be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose m(ξ) satisfies (3.1),
(3.2) and supp m(ξ)d {\ξ\ >1/R} (0<Λ^l) . Then it holds that
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(3.27) ( j \ih(y)\*dyy*gCR-nf>2-<wW, leN,
2lR<\y\<2l+1R

where C is independent of R, I and m.

Proof. We use the notations in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Taking account
of the support of m, we have only to consider j with 2 ; + 1>l/i2. In this case
2J+ιR^l for /=l,2,- . Hence from (3.10) we get (3.27) for Z=l,2, . (3.27)
for 1=0 follows from (3.3). This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.4. Let p, q and b be the same as in Lemma 3.1, and ω(s, t) be
a modulus of continuity. Suppose m(x,ξ) satisfies (2.3)-(2.6) with k=[n/p] and
suppξm(xyξ)c:{l^\ξ\^llR}> (0<cR^l). Then we have

(3.28) ( J \ih(x+h,y)-ά(x,y)\«dy)ι«
2lR<\y\<2l+lR

^ C(2'R)-"»H(R, I), for x,h<ΞR",\h\ <Rβ, IeZ

where H(R, I) satisfies for some positive constant Ct

(3.29) Σ # 0 R , ' ) ^ C i Σ ω(2>,Λ),

and C is independent of R and I.

Proof. Let ψ be the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and mj(xy ξ)=
m(xy ξ)ψ(2-J'ξ). Then m} satisfies (2.3)-(2.6) uniformly in;.

Integrating by parts with respect to ζ> we have for a with | a \ =k

(3.30) YΛΛ = i"V(e""-l) [ih(x+h,y)-ώ(χ,y)]

Hence by Hausdorff-Young's inequality and (2.6) we have for any s>0

(3.31) ( J \Yβ.m\'dy)W£C( j [<ξ>-k-'\v\'ω«ξ>, \h\)]pdξ)1/p

if IηI <2 y~ 3 and 2's^l. Hence as in Lemma 3.1 we have

(3.32) ( j I^/H-/^)-^/*,^) !^^ \h\)

if 2 y ί ^ l . On the other hand, if 2'><1, by (2.3) and Hausdorff-Young's in-
equality we get
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(3.33) ( j ^fce+W-tofayWdy)1".
*<|JΊ<2ί

^ C( j I mfcc+h, £)-«,(* , ξ) | >#)V> ̂  C 2**>ω(2', | A | ) .

So using (3.32) and (3.33) we have

(3.34) ( j Iih,{χ+h,y)-titx,y)I*dyψ< ^ C(2'R)-»F(R;j, I, \h\),

where F(R;j, I, t) = (2i+ιR)-<w»+i-uf»ω(2i, t) (2i+'R^ί), ={2i+ιR)n"'ω{2i, t)
(2i+'R<l). By elementary calculation we obtain

JtF(R;j,l,R)= Σ - + Σ -^Cω(2',R).

Since supp^m(^, ξ) C {1 ̂  | ξ \ ̂  \jR}, we have only to consider j with 1 ̂ 2J'^ 1/R.

Hence setting H(R, /)= Σ F(R'>j> LR)> w e g e t the desired estimate (3.28),

by summing (3.34) with respect to^': 1 ̂ 2 ; ^ 1/R. This completes the proof.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.1

We shall show that the conditions in Proposition 1.4 are satisfied under the
hypotheses in Theorem 2.1. Hereafter q will denote the conjugate exponent of
p, i.e. l / p + l / ^ = l . First, we note that by Theorem 3.1 in Miyachi and Yabuta
[10] m(x, D) is bounded on LP(RV), in this case. Next we study the kernel
K(xyy)={2π)-nrh(x,y-x) of m(x, D).

For i?2^1, we have, using Lemma 3.2

(4.1) ( J \K(x,y)-K(z,y)\qdy)^^(2π)-n[( j \m(x,y-x)\qdyψq

R<\χ-y\<2R 22<μ-y|<2B

+( j \fa{z,y-z)\qdy)λ'q]^C R-n'p-b, for |*-*|<Λ/2.
B/2<|>-2|<3B

Assume then 0<R^ 1. By Lemma 3.1 we have

(4.2) ( j \ih(z,y-x)-m(2,y-z)\«dy)ll'>-^CR-ntp(\x-z\IRynln+b-n/t',

\x-z\<R}2.

Let φ and ijr be the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, and put

mr(x, ξ) = m(x, ξ)φ(ξ) and »/*, f) = «(*, f)ψ(2">f) (j = 0, 1, •••).

Then

(4.3) m(x, ξ) = «,(*, f)+ Σ «/*, f)+ Σ «X«, ξ)
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xy ξ).

Then m^x, ξ) satisfies (2.3). Since suppe !»,(*, ξ) c { | ξ \ < 1], by (2.3) we have
clearly | fhτ(χf y) | <Z Co, and hence

(4.4) ( J
2JR<\x-y

= C

Next, since suppj mπ{x, ξ)C {l/2< | ξ \ <2/R}, we have by Lemma 3.4

(4.5) ( j \tiiπ{χ,y-χ)-*iπ{2,y-x)\qdyψ«
2JR<\y-y\<2J+1R

^ C(2>R)-'>H(R,j), \x-z\<RI2,

where Σ H(Ryj)^Cχ Σ ω(2;, iϊ). Since the support of mίΠ(x, ξ) is con-
1^2/^1/B 1£2J£1/R

tained in {|f | >l/i?}, we have by Lemma 3.3

(4.6) ( j {UHfay-xi-tknfay-xWdyYfi
2JR<\x-y\<2J+1R

^ ( J \fom{x,y)\tdyf«>+{ \ \
2JR<\y\<2J + 1R 2JR<\y\<2J+1R

^^', I x-zI <Rβ .

Therefore from (4.1)-(4.6) we see that the hypotheses in Proposition 1.4 are
satisfied by m(x,D) if we take ω(t)=tb and G(RJ)==2jR+H(RJ)+2-wn+b~n/p)j

in Proposition 1.4. Hence we have the desired estimate (2.7).
We next go to the proof of the second assertion. It is clear that there

exists a real number s with ί<s<p such that all the assumptions in Theorem
2.1 are satisfied for p replaced by s. Hence by the first step, we get

(4.7) (m(x,D)f)*(x)^CMsf(x).

Now let f(x) e Co(Rn) with supp / C { | x \ <A\ and w(x) e Ar/p. Then from the
theory of Ap weights we have

(4.8)

From Lemma 3.1 we get for x with | x | >2A

(4.9) I m(x, D)f(x) \ = | (2π)-\ώ(x, y-x)f(y)dy) \

52 C(

Since we have already m(x, D)feLp(Rκ), we get by (4.9)
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(4.10) Mλ{m(xy D)f) (x)^C\x\ ~n<p , for |x\ >2A .

Combining (4.8) with (4.10) we get

(4.11) w{{Mx{m{xy D)f) (x)>a})< + oo , for any

Since w^Ar/p(zAr/sy we see by Lemma 1.3 that (4.7) and (4.11) imply the
desired estimate (2.8). This completes the proof.

5. Proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3

We shall prove Theorem 2.2 by showing that to m(xyD) one can apply the
arguments in Journe [5, Chapter 4], i.e. m(xyD) is a Calderόn-Zygmund operator
in a generalized sense. We begin now with the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let 0<b^l and ω(sy t) be a modulus of continuity satisfying
(2.2) i.e. for some B>0 Σ ω(2'", R)^By (0<i2^1). Suppose m{xs ξ) satisfies

J/R

(2.3) -(2.6) in Section 2 with k=n. Then we have for any cube Q with diameter d
and center a, and any f ^L\oc{Rn)

(5.1) ( IK(x, y)-K{z,y) \ | f{y) \ dy ̂  C sup 11 \ A \ f(y) \dy, x,z<=Q;

(5.2) j \K(y,x)-K(y,x)\
\y-a\>d

where K(xyy) = (2π)~nwι(χ,y—x) and Γs are cubes.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 4, we see that K(x,y)
satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 1.4 (p=l), except the Z/1(i2Λ)-bounded-
ness. Hence as the proof of Proposition 1.4 shows, we see that (5.1) holds.
(5.2) is more easy. Indeed, by (2.3), (2.4) and Lemma 3.1 (p=ί) we get

(5.3) \ti(y,χ-y)-ώ(y,z-y)\£C\χ-y\-*(\χ-z\l\χ-y\)h,

\x-z\<\x-y\β.

Hence K*(x,y)=K(y yx) satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 1.4 (p—1). So,
as above we obtain (5.2), which completes the proof.

From (5.1) we have easily for any cube Q with diameter d and center α,

(5.4) I j [Kfayi-KfryMlyWlgCMJix), for *,;
\*-a\>d

From (5.2) we have for any w^Ax and any cube Q with diameter d and center
ay
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(5.5) I ( \[K{x,y)-K{x,z)]f{y)w{x)dydx\^Cw{Q)\Q\A\f{y)\dy,
J J Q J Q

\x-a\>d

for all ^ G β ,

since one gets I/I" 1 ! w(x)dx^C ess inf w(z)^ IQI" 1 ! w(x)dx for Qdl, by the

definition of Av By (2.3), (2.4) and Lemma 3.1, we have \ifo(x, y—x)\<:C
\x—y\~n and hence for any cube Q with center a and diameter d> and any

(5.6) I j K(a,y)f(y)dy\^CM1f(a).
d/2<\y-a\<d

Therefore, in this case, K(x>y) satisfies the kernel conditions, discussed in Journά
[5, p. 47]. Thus, if one can show the Lr(i2n)-boundedness for some l θ < o o ,
then the standard conlcusions for the usual Calderόn-Zygmund operators hold,
(for the details, see [5, Chapter 4] or Yabuta [19, 20]).

Now we can prove Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. From the assumption on ω, we get easily

J i

ω2(l/ί, t)Γ1dt< +oo. Hence, by the arguments in Bourdaud [1, p. 1032] or
o

Coifman-Meyer [3, pp. 43-45] we have the L2(i2Λ)-boundedness for m(x, D).
This, combined with the above consideration, gives the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. We shall show (P-l) in the following. Then
(P-2) and (P-3) follow from (5.2) as in the proof of 5.1 in [20]. Now as in
Theorem 2.2, m(x, D) is bounded on L2(Rn), i.e.

(5.7)

Next we decompose the symbol m(x, ξ) as follows: Take a nonnegative

function u(x) GCo(Rn) with supp uC {| x \ < 1} and \u(x)dx= 1. Put

mi(x, ξ) = \u{z)rn{x-<j;>-ιz, ξ)dz = J « £ > (x-z))tn(zy ξ) <ξ>ndz ,

n^x, ξ) = m{x, ξ)—nφc, ξ).

Then we have

(5.8) |8S9?«i(*. ξ)\ ^Ca,β<ξ>-w+w, \a\gn, β<=Nn

(5.9) I tf&itφ, f+7)-8S8?wι(*, ξ) I ̂  C-lP<e>-+""-* I v I *,

h | < α > / 2 , \a\=n,

(5.10) I PμnAx, ξ) I ίS C.<ξ>-™ω(<£>, V<?», I«I ̂  » 5

(5.11) Idimix, ξ+η)-Q1m2{x, ξ)\ <ί C.<£>—*\v\
 b
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M«e>/2, \a\=n,

(cf. [10, Section 5, Lemma 5.1] or Nagase [13]).
Then by Theorem 3.2 in [10], we have for any l < p < o o

(5.12) \\m2(xfD)f\\p^Cp\\f\\p.

From (5.7) and (5.12) it follows that nφc, D) is bounded on L\Rn). From (5.8)
and (5.9), using Lemma 5.1 and the consideration after it, we see that ni^x,
y—x) satisfies (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), since ω(s, t)=sί clearly satisfies the assump-
tions on ω in Lemma 5.1. Therefore by the arguments in Journά [5. Chapter
4] we see that m^XyD) is bounded on Lp(Rn) for any l<p<oo. Combining
this with (5.12) we get that m(x: D) is bounded on Lp(Rn)y l<p<oo. Hence
its adjoint operator m*(x> D) is bounded on U{Rn) for l θ < o o . From (2.3)
and (2.4) we have, by Lemma 3.1 (p=l), for the kernel K*(x,y) associated with
m*(#, D)

\K*(z,y)--K*(x,y)\^C\x--y\-»(\x-z\l\x-y\)\ \x~z\< \x-y\β.

Therefore by Proposition 1.4 we have

(ro*(*, D)f)*(x) ^ Cr Mrf(x), K r < oo .

Hence for any 1</><OO and any a G ^ , taking \<r<p so that w^Aq/r (this
can be done from the Ap weight theory, see, for example, Coifman-Fefferman
[2]), and applying Lemma 1.3 we have

\\fn*(x, D)f\\Lp(w) =S C{p, w)\\f\\LP(w),

since for /eCS°(/2Λ) we obtain tΰ({M1(m*(x9D)f)(x)>a})< + oo for any a>0
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Therefore, by daality (using the fact that

is equivalent to w~qίP^Aqy if \jp~\-\jq=Y) we obtain for any v

which shows (P-l). Hence the proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete.

6. The case of double symbols m(jc, ξ, y)

Let us consider pseudo-differential operators of the following type:

m{x, D,y)f{x) = {2πy\\RH^'-^m{x, ξ,y)f{y)dydξ .

The Z/(i2n)-boundedness of these operators is studied by Muramatu and Nagase
[12] and then by Miyachi and Yabuta [10]. We have also in this case a result
similar to Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 6.1. Let ωx(ί, t) and ω2(sy t) be moduli of continuity such that
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there exist Bι,B2>0 and 0<Slt S2<ί satisfying the following conditions (i), (ii)
or (i), (iii):

(i) Σ ω,(2', R) 2S B, (0<R^ 1), / = 1, 2

(ii)

(iii)
Jo

Suppose m(xy ξ, y) satisfies for 0<b^ 1:

(6.1) l^mfoRj

(6.2) IQ*ξm(xy ξ+Vyy)-

(6.3) I dM*+h> ϊ>y+k)-%m(xy ξ,y) \

^ C < ? > - ' Λ ' [ ω i « D , \h\)+ωt<ξ>, \k\)], \a\gn;

(6.4) I &lm(x+h9 ξ+v, y+k)-dΐm(x+hy ξ, y+k)-θ^m(x, ξ+Vy y)

Then the pseudo-differential operator m(xyDyy) satisfies the properties (P-0)-(P-4)
in Theorem 2.2.

Proof. Let K(xy y)=(2π)~~nrh(xy y—xy y) be the distribution kernel asso-
ciated with m(xyDyy). Using (i), Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and easy variants of Lem-
mas 3.3 and 3.4, we see that K(x,y) satisfies (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6). By Theorem
8.1 in [10], using (ii) or (iii), we see that m(xyDyy) is bounded on Lp(Rn) for
any 1</><OO and hence especially on L\Rn). Therefore by the arguments in
Journά [5, Chapter 4], we see that m(xyDyy) has the desired properties (P-0)-
(P-4). This completes the proof.

REMARK 6.2. If one can show by some means the Z/(Λn)-boundedness for
some l < r < o o , then the conditoin (ii) or (iii) in the above can be removed.

pi

Note also that \ ω^l/t, tiήt~1dt< + oo implies (i) with 1=1. So, as a
Jo

partial result of Theorem 6.1 we have the following.

Theorem 6.3. Let ωϊy ω2 be moduli of continuity satisfying (ii) in Theorem
6.1 (respectively (iii)). Then, if m(x,ξ,y) fulfills (6.1)-(6.4), m(xyDyy) has the
properties (P-0), (P-l) and (P-4) (respectively (P-l), (P-2) and (P-3)).

Since the proof is similar to the above, we omit it.
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7. Concluding remarks

a) We note that all theorems and lemmas in this paper, it is sufficient to
consider only differential operators of the form dι

ζj for the assumptions on the
derivatives of symbols.

b) Relating to Proposition 2.4 ii), we note that in Theorem 2.1 (2.1), (2.10),
(2.11) and (2.3)-(2.6) with k=n do not imply (2.7). So the condition (2.12a) in
Proposition 2.4 is in this sense sharp. This can be seen by the following example.
Let h(t)<=C%(R) be an odd function such that h(t)=O (\t\ <1), = 1 (ί>2). Put
G(ξ)=h(ξ)/log(2+ \ξ\), gb(x)=mm((log log|*| - 1)"*, (log 2)-*) (0<ft<l) and de-
fine m(x, | )=(sgn x)gb(x)G(ξ). Then by elementary calculations one sees that
G(x)=-2iχ-\log(2+2π | x | " 1 )" 1 +O( | x | ~1(log(2+ | x \ ~ι)γ2) near χ=0. Hence
m(x,D)X(Otl) = C(sgn x) (log log | Λ | " 1) 1"*+a bounded function near x=0, and so
m(x, Z))%(o'i) £ BMO(Λ). On the other hand | dk

ξtn(x, ξ) | ^ C<?>"*(log(2+ | ξ \ ))'\
k^N. Note also that m(x, ξ) is continuous on RxR. This example satisfies
(2.1), (2.3)-(2.6), (2.10) and (2.11) with ω(s, t)=C(log(2+s))-\ but m(x,D) do
not satisfy (2.7).

c) Let 0 < i ^ l with [/ί/2]-f-i>/z/2. Under the assumption on ω in
Theorem 2.1, if tn(x, ξ) satisfies (2.3), (2.4) with k=n and (2.5), (2.6) with k=
\n\2\ then m(x,D) has the properties (P-l)-(P-4) in Theorem 2.2. This can be
shown by using Theorem 2.1 with k=[n/2] and the last part of the proof of
Theorem 2.3.

Finally we thank the referee for several helpful suggestions, with which, we
hope, we could clarify what we want to say.
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